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leading their pursuit of the behemoths of the human condition in turning 
its gaze upon the storm-tossed tropes of the narrative itself. Seidenberg 
engages his characteristically aphoristic style to manage multiple lines of 
inquiry at once. The resultant fragments navigate between testament and 
treatise, storyline and system, in a manner only echoed in the speculative 
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I

All the same I thought myself a less likely pauper than corpse, and 
approaching both with neither speed nor trepidation, dreamed the 
dreary languor of this medial repose a passage to the nearest port, 
where I might yet be freed of the compulsion to believe myself con-
scripted to the screed of fixed horizons. It is my way to grieve what 
once was mine, to beat perforce another path, when loosed from all 
the self-effacing credos of a fool I can again—if not at last—exude 
the fetid humor of this incidental gash, a glancing wound that ever 
bleeds from nowhere towards the real. When I promenade in lock-
step with each funeral procession I encounter on my way and find 
in every prized and praising eulogy the giddy stimulation of solici-
tous reproach; when every faint distortion seems a respite from the 
swooning obligations of a tortured light, and no other can declaim a 
greater purpose than this shrift, lacking in composure the enchant-
ment of utterance or caress, I croon the sonant gospel of extinction 
with a forced, anomic smile—to flow again as water spilled, and 
gathered to the sea…

ϕ

When I warble it to pigeons preening on the trail, and think myself 
the fairest of all murderous successions long since driven from the 
drink; when I press to play the vaudeville Guignol on that pretense of 
a stage and dig a shelter for a grave in quiet, painfully delectable an-
ticipation, pleading in recumbency for the cleansing inundation only 
such an incidental surfeit can complete; when the terra set beneath 
me seems no more reliable a perch than any melting iceberg drifting 
low upon the waves, and each new leap towards solid ground settles 
as another nervous wobble lurching sideways after plumb, then I ac-
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count it high time to set out upon that most inscrutable of atmo-
spheric lineaments, shimmering and distilled, making for the coast 
with as much haste as possible. If they but knew it, almost every sup-
pliant would seek the same unalterable limits, off to sail the seamless 
grade upon which every tangent, every pivot…

ϕ

So call me what you will. Some time ago—never mind how long—
having emptied out my pockets to reflect the void of interest I had 
once again presumed to limn my enterprise on land, I thought that I 
would hitch my line to some haphazard freighter, indiscriminate in 
choice of mate or ancillary crew, and survey some small portion of 
the remnants of the deluge, as though to take a measure of the failure 
of that carnage to achieve its due. Call me foundling or free, a pen-
ance too depraved to offer, neither lineage nor birthright to repudi-
ate or claim, this first flounce of acquaintance will not prove an easy 
target, and as such I implore you to stay with me through the transit, 
guaranteed the pleasure of some forthcoming diversion in surrender-
ing your easement to the runoff of this rancid rill. And just as other 
swindlers find the flood gates of the wonder-world swung wide by 
the controlled conceits and undeliverable perils of some derogating 
code, so the prudent zeal of this crude penury of forms compels me 
to find entrance to a loftier derangement, following the course of any 
pathway through the thorns of lavish copse and threadbare thicket 
to a dreamed apotheosis—a feint assured as well as witnessed—in a 
speechifying plunder of the harbor, then the rime…

ϕ

Is it so surprising, really, that those whose flesh is rent in twain by 
such a biding paragon of superfluent longings—whose elemental 
character has been avulsed asunder by the discharge of this other-
wise gratuitous prognosis—should want to cast a glance upon the 
land they’ve left behind without a seeming trace? Have they over-
stepped all limits by their need to cleave the depthless whorl of poesy 
to their forswearing heels, that they might comprehend at least their 
least and ownmost stranding of such mat and leaden pearls for sod-
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den souvenirs of searches ended in a prepossessing vagrancy? They, 
they, they…If any third now feigns a deft presentiment of footfalls 
still secluded from this pallid churn of figments into prosody, or the 
credulous dissemblance of some middle term insists its functionary 
compass points assume a Stygian transparency—an equivalence of 
privations—as means to reach the beachfront from which every fur-
tive mariner sets forth, then what, or rather, who am I to ferret out the 
regress thus mistaken for a torrent, to bar the gest before I’ve found 
the means to its discernment, as a game of tag where the only home is 
a tree stump on the far side of the ocean…

ϕ

Why not let that leaky tub float cautiously away from its phlegmat-
ic harborage, image after after-image cruising vainly timewards in 
the name of some shrewd prowl; the pitying land would deign give 
succor, but in the gale that clot of rotted modicums presents an un-
matched peril—with one small graze the polished keel has scattered 
into timbers, and all the crew compelled to trade the vigor of the shal-
lows for a shroud of sodden loam. Thus ye glimpse the mortally in-
tolerable measure of a reasoned meditation, where every effort issues 
from the bucket mind’s desire to keep itself afloat upon an indepen-
dent main, against the overweening press of transcendental muck to 
cast that dinghy back upon the ravaged shore. But as in dispossession 
from the land resides the highest truth, indefinite as any godly spasm 
from the null, so better to vanish in the storm surge of that ululating 
squall than to beat one’s head upon the cudgel of the lee, vergeless but 
approaching the next verge of some unbounded shoal…

ϕ

Still the rumpled wavelets will rise up to taunt the plunderers of flot-
sam with the promise of a pitch that can’t be measured or inclined, 
that can’t be…whose amusements, as it were, may well be warrant-
less in turn, but no facile reproof can lay such claim to an attention 
more compelling or inclusive, driven as a dancer who can’t carry off 
a single pirouette without a blunder, so bent on its refinement that 
there’s no chance to rebalance before the stumbling plié. So it goes 
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with me when my world is laid bare by the hunger to fall headlong 
from the crow’s nest in despair, to throw myself into the maw that 
guarantees the scant estate of indisputability its ken; the sundering 
of depth from any surfacing facade, the shearing of the veil that rends 
the integral abyss…no evidence will abrogate the next arising outside 
without another surging forth to take its form and place, resigned 
to make my mark by skipping over once again, to draw my breath in 
viscous troughs hewn from the see-saw heaves, knowing that to sink 
would but enact another deficit, another loss…

ϕ

Thus when I am once again and thoroughly repulsed by the repair of 
carking ditches in the desiccated marl, I take the limpid lacquer of the 
deep to be an image of the bottomless entelechy that permeates each 
shining thrum perceivable in kind. There I have departed from the 
fickle thick of gore and skin, diffusing through the dissonance with 
every lapping wave of muddled skyline on the slopes of the new day, 
a freedom from all frittering defilements occasioned by my efforts 
to make tangible the topographic contours of the shore from which 
all similarly decorous prostrations must have already embarked. Each 
world is an island, accomplishing its shadowy remainder by accept-
ing on the balance the discretion—the necessity, for necessity is never 
indiscreet—of a monstrous decay into its other. The flesh is sad, alas, 
and I have nothing but words…

ϕ

I will not say that by this feckless toil I have offered up a model of 
my acquiescent landings, nor even a heuristic plot by which some 
more adventurous seafarer might think to hoist a serried flag above 
the surging azure of this littoral excursus; I would not wear the cap 
and sash of victory even if I could, for the unwavering vulgarity of 
every torpid analogue, the regressive stupefaction of each attempt to 
replicate the clay by which one first attempts to replicate…The inter-
val that interrupts the dawning valedictory—that’s wedged between 
all claims to realization and dispatch—certifies the imitative novelty 
of each and every represented harborage, as though the act of nam-
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ing were the method and the portent of some forthcoming attack. 
Likewise all compelled to put an end to such release, itself deprived 
of gang by a flippancy as irremediably deplorable as it is fatally full of 
interest, need only span the arid estuary on which the empty ship of 
state, lost among grasshoppers, stands in for this siren song of cast-
away remainders, a radial residuum at play upon the noose of the 
horizon. If an intellect transfixed by such crude transports can suf-
ficiently subdue—in part by habit, in part by nature—the deficien-
cies under whose weight it has been stifled from the start, it is just as 
well that I return, for the second and last time, to the allegory out of 
which this repetition issues, as a dreamer stepping into the miasma 
of the dream, the vanishing point of every next commencement in 
its series…

ϕ

But perhaps it is enough, this incorruptible remittance, a conditional 
that intimates its differential obverse, which is equally to say—per-
haps it’s not; perhaps it never could be, and by this odd admission 
always has been from the start. I’m sure the affirmation must read as 
premature, for having somehow drifted into this digressive dotage of 
an anecdotal form, but that remains beside the point—as though all 
sides, unfolding inward, find their edge and terminus in dwindling 
away…The avowal, rather, can seem nothing but absurd—at least 
the method signified by this tossing off of passions can’t arouse the 
confidence of witnesses who think themselves the arbiters of lo these 
many fitful and perfunctory controls. Who will swear the character 
of lethargy that provokes this glib indulgence, or parry the hypnotic 
charm that turns this dynasty of detours from its endless drift? Not I, 
that is, not any I at all, no matter if such one should take this limit as 
the sign—the incarnation—of a promissory hostelry or not. It sim-
ply makes no difference what justifies the placement of some other-
wise anomalous phrasing, nor whether there’s a reason to dissimulate 
the motif of this cipher of derangement, as long as it assumes a place 
within the general order it portends to circumscribe…
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ϕ

Even as the presence of oxygen can be deduced by the ignition of a 
glowing match, so the prudent auditor of this narrative contrivance 
will recognize the accomplishment of my duty by the zeal I betray 
in returning to the point, preferring the droll rhapsody of these dis-
sembling protestations to an imperious lucidity of absences. One 
might be right to think the insistence of this account a disaffection 
by concealment—a darkening of the window glass so that the yawn 
of an abyss appears to open in its frame—but it would be an error 
to consider that evasion as the turning out—so the defilement—of 
virtue. Every broad description of such tractable transcendence is a 
camouflage, each extrapolation of depth confers a contiguity of sur-
faces; the ostensively remedial indulgence of this circle of denials is 
the only sum affirmed by any truly figurative praxis—I will return, 
I will turn back…to what? Already the inceptive vault effuses with 
the redolence of coming inundations, already I await some eager her-
etic to tap me on the shoulder, delivered from the fall that strikes the 
aforementioned dancer by having failed to suffer even momentary 
discharge into graceless flight…

ϕ

When first I deign to bunk aboard I welcome as a lover every so-
journ into port, presuming each new landing will provide another 
chance to chart the ruptures of tectonic bends across the pitching 
ornaments of thrusting tides and placid dirt; I believe that moving 
forward I might seize the solidarity of vacated rebukes and lead my 
foundling charges from the fellowship of empty marks, but this sub-
missive deviance can only achieve bearing by turning back to seize 
the hand of some benumbed petitioner. I will beseech that foundling 
shade as thou no longer; I will, that is, cease all attempts to read the 
starry script of dust by forcing pick and sieve upon this child of the 
welter, as adamant and lifeless as the lid of a tomb, nor will I scrape 
compacted loam in search of some immutable morphology to proffer 
as my own, for the certainty that any thus palpated stone could only 
frame the outer limit of the only ever outside, ever alter. Someday 
soon that golem may again convene the caucus of a roiling ontog-
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eny within its alloyed frame, but the speculation is still only what 
it’s always been when considered from the purview of a life set on 
the cistern of the seas—which is no particular concern, immanent or 
otherwise, of mine…

ϕ

It may appear a recondite distinction, but that’s of little consequence; 
every twin may represent a singular existence, but the designation 
intimates a generative quiddity exceeding mere position, mere resem-
blance. And so despite the singular asceticism by which I substitute 
this metered euphony for wit, the circumstance that drives me sea-
ward also binds me to the preservation of all possible retreats, the 
depredation of the land from which it firstly pressed to launch not-
withstanding. If one can only make one’s way to shore by the ruin-
ation of the ground traversed in the attainment of that blind advance, 
there will be nothing to distinguish that parched and withered island 
of inexorable confinements from the unrealized potential of farther 
banks. The empty idée fixe of every dropping of the anchor—which 
is to say the promise of the next put in—seeks not for lands still wait-
ing to be charted just behind the promise of that diametric cipher, 
but rather for a harborage precisely where and what it is regardless of 
one’s length of stay athwart the roiling main…

ϕ

Every seminal dissemblance of the telltale misadventure—that only 
by such enterprise can one discern the potency of what has hitherto 
set off towards those disdained composures—foments the seeming 
left-behind as always still-to-come. It makes no difference, I’ll tell 
you now, what character of rot one finds clinging to one’s coattails, 
as long as the onus fails to influence one’s forward course. Yes, I say, 
the fallow trail one blazes on one’s way towards the generic embar-
kation into proximate imperils will stipulate within its wake a rav-
aged panorama, as a teeming plain reduced to ash by some retreating 
horde. The conflagration may appeal to those who bring the torch to 
fecund grove and verdant meadow, but they will soon return from 
their retreat in search of hearth and glory on those same obliterated 
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grounds, only to meet with the same appanage of scarcity by which 
their enemies were driven to abandon the campaign. What indomi-
table denizen thinks the safeguard of a desert worth the effort of a 
lazy drift to safety, let alone a near stampede…

ϕ

Which is to say that anyone who holds to the psychosis by which 
one sallies forward from the shivers of a life upon the land is no more 
likely to await the terminal effects of such peculiar meditations—to 
indulge, that is, this cataract of piecemeal importunities—than they 
are to comprehend them. Indeed I do not care to show…to manifest 
the indecision towards which these arch missives are most aptly seen 
as driven, for my reluctance to anoint the addressee with some new 
method to corroborate a faithless grasp. Faith can only function as 
a shibboleth for the faithful, and though I do not claim myself un-
fettered by adherence to some cull of baseless tracts, I will neither 
ground my practice nor my program in an infantile fable of the sort. 
Every poet is a positivist; if the assertion could be taken for tautology, 
the decipherment of this ordinal recitation would have been com-
pleted long ago… 

ϕ

I am aware that such concerns remain at a fair distance from the 
agents of this travelogue, members of that ashen tribe which no wine 
of this world will ever warm; one may sit with the fellows, full eyes 
plied with empty glasses, and in not altogether unpleasant sadness 
admonish their attempts to foist the banderole of poesy upon so limp 
a pole, knowing with the certainty of countless repetitions they will 
fill their wells with ink again and try to raise priapic pen from barren 
pad to fill the barren gloam. I am, dare I say, just such a one, and so I 
wonder which tale is most worthy of recounting—the callow recol-
lection of the penitent’s return or the unwitting dejection of the bale-
ful detour, taken, as it were, before one can accept it would result in 
a divergence from one’s charted course. All metaphors aside, I would 
certainly forgo the practical amusements of this indolent inquiry if I 
could but proceed with the sort of demonstration that promises an 
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answer to this indolent inquiry, at least that proves a path back to the 
sense of mode or story…

ϕ

One may adapt to live within some sprawling mise-en-scene without a 
hope of egress or completion, following each knotty circumbendibus 
accounted as a plan, or likewise stand stock still within the absent-
minded haze of one’s incompetent encompassment of practicums 
and fettles, turned about and fitted out with all the dizzying alliances 
required to sustain each froward fall, but the Gordian conspiracy of 
balance will release its churlish herald from that ganglia of promises 
by cutting the last step with the limpidity of water—just so this giddy 
clarity of termini leads me from my humbly distrait home on solid 
ground to follow the recalcitrant entreaties of the sailor’s life. The 
difficulty of describing the impulse—of distinguishing the verge of 
such decampment that abuts its signal turn—is neither lost upon me 
nor entirely distinguished from my final supplication to the brine; 
one cannot clear a path to the departure signified by having since de-
parted without realizing the ground itself will never be conceived as 
an inviolable solidity again…

ϕ

How this commutation of indifferent humors happens, I don’t 
know; or if I knew I wouldn’t say…wouldn’t be able to say, a distinc-
tion which may reduce such knowing to the elision of its concur-
rently arising absence. No matter what the temper of my varying 
accounts—a prison-house constructed of occult enumerations and 
indelicate ascents—no distance will capture the disseverance of 
means and ends—of means from their ends and ends from their ab-
stracted means alike—that lures all wingless teratoids to live a life 
more suited to a slumber in the clouds. For water takes as contra-
band the mottled earth, and mocks the palsied creatures tethering 
its depths, appearing to transform a chromosomal imposthume into 
a cataract of progress. So mobilize cabals of feckless brutes, flocking 
to the shore like wistful corpuscles, meandering to one at random, to 
many a coincidence of symmetry, as withered scabs congealed upon 
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the open-wounded coast. All at once they flop to linen shrouds and 
shudder with the opiate recurrence of the wave, somehow more pa-
thetic for the beaching of a lost ancestral dream, that in the clumsy 
tailings of causation lies a bygone world’s repose…

ϕ

There they gaze in rapture from landings swarmed with rusty hulls 
and speak in whispers to themselves—how could it be, how could it 
be, to have so slightly missed the poet’s life for thee, etc. All for a dip 
they bind their fortunes to the sea and gorge their ships with gold 
and booze and suckling pigs, devising ways to claim the vastness for a 
moat. From bloated cityscapes flee troops of splendor starved savants, 
scrambling to shackle easels for an oar and toil at some simulacrum 
so ponderous it seems nearly universal—a stroke of blue, a shepherd 
sleeps beside with no concern for flock or hunger; and just a larger 
brush or two, and low on the horizon azure wavelets capped with 
white, no land for sight or centuries to stop the flow. Therein lies not 
one reflection, but for sun and sky above, no features to betray the 
organs pulsating beneath, laid out flat upon the twilight haze as any 
moribund divinity. Such a dissipation may seem a poor substitute for 
pistol and ball, but for a consideration of still greater import—that 
there is nothing more loathsome than the grieving, listless simpleton 
who thinks such gesture in demise the only competent conveyance 
towards that supplicating eschaton, a surety proclaimed without an 
inference or deference, absent fealty or affection, as so is a most faith-
ful lover also the least satisfying…

ϕ

How, then, that on the gentle rivulet some truculent Narcissus wastes 
away to skin and bone? Why, I ask, would ancients cleverer than 
most choose sipping water, harmless as a child’s shadow, as means to 
execrate that brazen prig? Perhaps alone the threat of such consump-
tive approbation rests upon the meditative glance, the inward turn-
ing all engendered by the succoring seductions of the genial sublime. 
In Nature—and in water most assured the clotless blood of that long 
rot—one thinks oneself unbound and boundless for it, a part that 
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won’t concede the slightest portion to the whole, in which each por-
tion must in turn abide the cruelty of the mortal scam. To me each 
one appears the same as any other, and around me they all throng to 
cant in bitter admiration, wondering with awe-inspired rage how an 
acumen so vast could stand so wistfully alone. I loom above their tur-
bid skies as some placenta for the world, the discarded centerpiece of 
a longing that remains—both primordial and unconscious—before 
mortality. Thus I say exactly what I long to soon unfold—let them all 
drown in that antediluvian haze. Let them mortgage time for death, 
and death for yet another portrait to display, at rest before the ebb 
tide of a savage supplication. I care not for one or all, and by this droll 
transgression take an eager dousing for the practice of a saint, crying 
out the vocative appurtenance of primacy—Possession dispossessed 
me, hic et nunc et ubique…

ϕ

So, that is, I say I say, and saying that I say it say it I, that while I 
know no other way, it still may take a melancholy week or two to 
move upon the sea of clay a fire which, while unconsuming, sucks 
all evanescence from the hydrophobic firmament, declaring that 
an impotence of stratagems and tactics makes every dream of act a 
damning taunt. Perhaps the rain will fall again, a hail of bullets burn-
ing chutes into the pinking plains, but streaming through the sur-
reptitious gully of the sewer each imbrued spate seems but another 
passage to the harbor. There, as arks are jettisoned to shadows, will 
every twitched concupiscence strip painlessly from bone and all the 
chortles of an academic stanza fall silent and forgotten but for one, 
but for just one…

ϕ

And so I tell the tale of a taunt, though any tub could just as surely 
carry its crude castaway from open seas to sight the shriveled land of 
truth—enchanting name!—affirming that impulsive divination only 
by and for the  vicious rictus of an errant priest’s remorse. I have al-
ways been less qualified for such endeavor, possessing neither the gifts 
of prophecy nor foresight, and so can only take to travels over land, 
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avoiding by both grand and meek maneuver the most watery part. 
No, I cannot be a sailor or a patron of cargo; I will not be the cargo or 
the carrier, nor exchange the lives of mammals for the deaths of fish. 
In this I cannot help but share a naturalist’s romance, if still denied 
an audience before the congress of creation; doomed as dodoes, one 
and all, I leave the speculating novelties of every servile Darwin and 
dim Pope behind…

ϕ

To this effect I happily forgo all declarations on the character of my 
longings and intents, and will in turn relate no schema for the head-
lines of an ideologue; no vulgar garb or beatific foretop accompanies 
the pretense of this narrative vocation—that it is, that I am, in medias 
res. I cannot say exactly what it was that drew me to my end; some 
drab recidivism from which my fellow inmates suffer still…Inmates, 
yea, but only should the walls of that Bastille appear as an effluvium 
of vapors. I know for certain that I suffered from the drubbing of a 
distant reportage, and in response I took—still do take—a clarity of 
vision for my own bland cure. And which fate, that one or this, stands 
in for the symbol and the purpose of my plight? A distinction often 
enough missed, and of no great importance to such speculative man-
ner and malaise; what now I think is not what I thought then, though 
differing in large part only by the tense. Most of all, I thought then 
just as I think I thought, and think now just as I thought I’d think—
that a new life would await me should I take upon myself the bound-
less duties of a sailor, to carry out the detriments of some tormenting 
power, as meaningful and fecund as a pebble on the shore…

ϕ

Perhaps one might adjudge the fool who speaks this devil’s grove 
adrift within the maddest of deceits, and the addled wits thereby 
adduced in kinship with the mule’s head whose crude likeness is in 
parallel advanced, a traitor to the species without sex or touch or tai-
loring of scars. Perhaps I might present a simple model of this pheno-
type—tail turned up the arse that likewise circumscribes the head—
so that the visage of its maker might be limned on postage stamps 
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and medals; such is the way of any limpet promise, stuck to the hull 
of every aggregate presentiment as though an aimless act of sabotage. 
But I am not inclined to frame a parable for the primer, no more an 
allegory to guide the glib distortions of this languorous disclosure. I 
have thought little enough of my account to present this introduc-
tion as a sort of firewall, that any who should make their way beyond 
it might pass unscathed to the blaze…

ϕ

And though the mixing of such metaphors may all too easily impugn 
the method I’ve employed to reach these dissipated ends, I tell you 
now I do not care, for the fact that it has served its purpose here and 
evermore—as the corselet of the figurative ligature into which this 
incantation gently settles as a feather to the flame. The obscurity—
the audacity, even—of this inaugural sector is meant to satisfy no one 
so much as myself, and that hardly enough to make a difference—re-
vealing, I’d like to think, the lack of any other effort to lurch forward 
in pursuit of some lost terminus again. I have done what I have done, 
it goes without saying, though saying it takes nothing from the im-
port of the claim—the avowal, that is, that insofar as I have broached 
a hint at the conceit, I feel assured of pacifying no one. Could any 
matter otherwise…but no; considerations of the kind remain beyond 
the scope of such controlled and decorous solicitudes, and that, if 
nothing else, is all I ever have or will…or ever will again…

ϕ

If anyone construed as merely tantamount to what I am—to what I’ve 
been—were forced to stand alone on the escarpment of this germinal 
design, then perhaps they’d find this apologue as compelling as I do. 
I don’t know for sure, but having realized that a more thoroughgoing 
analysis could do no better than prove the contrary, I forgo such proj-
ects and projections for diversionary pleasures still to come. It is my 
hope that anyone inclined to rail against such faltering compliance, 
couched in a dunce cap and wearing the mask of euphemism for a 
clerical disguise, will cease their humble browsing now, and waste not 
one more moment in pursuit of some ubiquitous verity, comforted 
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in knowing that by covering their eyes they will not merely block the 
nauseous gleam that cleaves their foresight from the firmament, but 
in both degree and substance disappear from view…

ϕ

It is everything I’ve been, it is everything I’ll be, though in my haste I 
may have postulated otherwise; there is nothing more compelling—
nor less so in its way—than the pretext of this sunny disposition. I 
take little pleasure in declaring my intention to advance from the 
confessional and into some compulsory assurance, a daring less com-
mitted to the incapacity of the browser than any that has predisposed 
the predilection previous. This is not to brand myself possessed of 
some crude virtue, nor compare the courage with which I approach 
such valiant exploit with the mortally practical fortitude of one who 
seeks a living in despoil of the fissured tongue; rather I assemble as 
crusader after perils, in whom courage is a sentiment without regard 
to profit earned or contest won; and would that my indelicately ad-
ventitious chronicle did fail to guarantee the degradation of such for-
titude, scarce would I have had the cheek to draft it. Such outright 
concession of the ignominious blemish—the undraped spectacle of 
the valor-ruined peal—is all that brings ecstasis to your prolix host, 
this bootlick of a supplicating churl; a lickerous mouth moste han a 
lickerous tayl…

ϕ

Who can say where it will lead, the bromide lode so wistfully less 
scavenged, as likely to make all the difference no difference—or 
prove it so, in any case, a peon to a sapience no more than implied. 
Such lustrative remorse is here avowed by explanation, though little 
of that purpose has been since composed, still less endured. I speak 
as if the substance of this abject illocution were long realized and dis-
carded, I speak though without speaking, as a word without a name. 
And what childish dissimulation fashions the collusion of so many 
antithetical intents? What nonsensical elision has compelled me to-
wards my chosen course, a devotee of action to the last? It matters 
only for the sense that only the ends only I tail are able to contrive 
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the means to this ingenuous composure; how could it possibly seem 
otherwise, any end thought as an ending having satisfied the postu-
lates that promise its provenience and dismissal by the by. It will all 
become clear in time, all in good time—as though any allotment of 
the kind could justify its differentiation from the last…

ϕ

I thought to go to sea, I say again, and now perhaps it’s time for me 
to follow the agenda so immodestly laid out by that tyrannical as-
size. I wish I had already…that I had never come this way at all, or 
not before engaging a more sympathetic draft of my enthrallments; 
I may have done so hitherto and since erased it from the passage, I 
will neither confirm nor deny the possibility, imagining but one of 
many thematic exploits likely to engage the narc or scout still willing 
to continue the distractions of this fragmentary spoil. I have nev-
er taken pleasure in homage or commendation, and while a more 
aggressive posture might be just as welcome, I prefer to avoid this 
stripe of commerce altogether. That I may exercise a preference in 
this regard…I suppose one can have gleaned no such suspicion from 
what’s been said…from what I’ve said I’ve said thus far. And I think 
it’s just as well, for the certainty that any performative expression 
would be likely to estrange what little sympathy I hope to have in-
spired, however fatuous the sentiment may seem—or come to seem—
before we’re done. I’ll admit it now, if never willingly again; I have 
not abandoned such a hope…

ϕ

I thought that I would go to sea, I always thought I would; what a 
toothsome figure I would cut, apparalled in such infantile dight, to 
heap the sheets with feral squalls, and tame the foam-capped swells…
or have, rather, what a winsome shipmate I have been, a mercenary 
satisfied to make of any land traversed by foot or spike or flame the 
same featureless languor that follows the curve of the ocean’s shal-
lows, the contours of its pit concealed by droves of rippled seams. 
An altercation of swinging ballast and gusting ether has brought me 
to this moment—to the place where I began, that is, and will begin 
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anew—by reference to a likeness as much allegorical as factual, struck 
dumb beneath the sweep of billowed sail. With neither friend nor 
foe to share the lone affections of acquaintanceship, I can’t recall the 
turn from simple gaze to dauntless pillage. And absent any contract 
to ensure a fair allotment, I have yet to receive payment for my part 
in that first flight…
 

ϕ

First and last, it’s as I’ve always been, the first aboard and last to stay 
the course that every harborage inveighs for the sole profit of some 
ludic privateer. Here the first betrays the last that will come first, here 
there is no first but last, having reached some last completion first be-
fore the first of any…of all, if any, foremost reminiscence can proceed 
on toward the last. Here the first that any last is is the first and only, 
here the last is first to think the first the last, the first the second last at 
least, for the fellowship thus heedlessly embroidered. But I can go no 
further…can harbor no less obviously gratified remorse for what has 
never been, or what has never been the first or last of what I’ve since 
recalled as taking place within such consecution…

ϕ

I can’t go on, if it’s not clear, though I will…I have, if only by asserting 
the unlikelihood of the claim. I stand before the precipice appren-
ticed to the suppliant sublimity of fathoms, and hungering to take 
a step upon the dried up river bed that twists the serried canyon—
fearing no expedient release into that momentary scansion—I cower 
from the closure all the same. I would do something else…would ea-
gerly pursue a different course, to finally conceive this introduction 
as some first-born reminiscence of the damned—of the tormented; 
surely I would find a more willing and able audience for this ram-
bling dissimulation—more generally capacious for merely being ex-
tant, that is to say—had I taken that step forward at the advent of its 
finish, without a second thought to what is lost by having disavowed 
the misery of personhood again…




